


What we do.
We believe every child deserves spectacular 
opportunities and memorable experiences. This is
at the core of everything we do at Teach Rex.

At Teach Rex we use current Ofsted guidelines, the 
curriculum and our experience in teaching to create 
the optimal environment for learning. Our workshops 
are designed for children of all abilities and are 
differentiated from Nursery up to Year 6.

Teach Rex provides creative learning workshops with 
the power to ignite young minds and imaginations. 
Delivered by two practising primary school teachers 
(Year 5 & Year 1) each session will transport children 
to a time where dinosaurs roamed the Earth, and
with the help of our dinosaur friends, children are able 
to experience a memorable experience that they will 
never forget. 

.

Alongside our workshop we provide a range of 
materials designed to connect this experience to 
learning in Science, English and IT, to
help support further learning once we have left your 
school.



A day with us.
Before our visit.
We send your school dinosaur eggs that can be used 
as a hook into our visit. The eggs are there for your 
school to use at your discretion, however, we have 
found that they are a great way to hook children into 
their learning before we visit.

After our visit.
After our visit we encourage all members of staff to 
send us children’s work. We then send your school a 
written letter to celebrate the children who have made 
a special effort. 

Following on from this we also send the children 
selected by their teachers a dinosaur poster. This has 
proven to be an extremely effective way in giving 
children a purpose to write and motivating reluctant 
writers.

Curriculum Idea Packs.
Prior to the visit, we will send your school a 
‘Curriculum Ideas Pack’. This pack primarily aims at
giving teachers ideas for learning opportunities that 
are linked to our visit. It can be used as much, or as 
little, as your school wishes and is a free resource 
that we have created in partnership with Senior 
Leadership at Oakwood Avenue Primary School in 
Warrington.
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NAME............................................................Joe
AGE..............................................................27½  
SPECIES............................................Omnivore
INTERESTS.................................Cardio
LOOKS...............................................................6
SPEED..............................................................3
STRENGTH........................................................6
INTELLIGENCE.................................................7
KILLER RATING................................................4

NAME............................................................Tom

AGE..............................................................27  

SPECIES............................................Herbivore

INTERESTS....................................Liverpool FC

LOOKS...............................................................4

SPEED..............................................................-1

STRENGTH.....................................................10

INTELLIGENCE................................................4

KILLER RATING................................................9

NAME..................................................Hairy Jam

AGE.......................................  65½ Million Years  

SPECIES........................Carnivorous Dinosaur

INTERESTS.............................Waxing His Legs

LOOKS...........................................................
....7

SPEED............................................................
..10

STRENGTH.....................................................8

INTELLIGENCE................................................3

KILLER RATING..............................................10

NAME................
................

................
..Jam

AGE...................
...................

....65 Million Years  

SPECIES...................
.....Carnivorous Dinosaur

INTERESTS.. . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.Hunting

LOOKS...................
...................

...................
......8

SPEED..................
..................

..................
........6

STRENGTH..................
..................

.................8

INTELLIGENCE..................
..................

............8

KILLER RATING...................
...................

........10

NAME.....................................................Old JamAGE...........................................68 Million Years  SPECIES........................Carnivorous DinosaurINTERESTS...............................SleepingLOOKS...............................................................4SPEED..............................................................3STRENGTH.....................................................8INTELLIGENCE...............................................10KILLER RATING................................................6

Meet The 
Team.

NAME...........................
...........................

......Sam

AGE...........................
...........................

............29  

SPECIES..........................
..................Omnivore

INTERESTS...........................
........Wedding Talk

LOOKS...........................
...........................

.........8

SPEED...........................
...........................

........10

STRENGTH...........................
...........................

..2

INTELLIGENCE...........................
......................8

KILLER RATING...........................
.....................4



Workshops.
Workshop No.1 - Meet Jam
The first session is a science focused workshop 
discussing the evolution of science and why it is so 
important to ask the question ‘why’. This is an 
interactive workshop with ‘Jam’ our 4 metre dinosaur, 
that is designed to get children of all ages thinking
scientifically.

Workshop No.3 - iPads
The third workshop gives children the opportunity to 
work in small groups and apply the skills they learnt 
from Workshop 2. Children will create their own
‘Green Screen’ videos using ipads and share with 
their peers. Younger children will use the ipads to 
orally rehearse sentences and make a video and use 
technology purposefully to create, organise, store, 
manipulate and retrieve digital content.
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Workshop No.2 - Green Screen
The second workshop focuses on expanding 
vocabulary and encouraging children to verbally 
discuss ideas that transfer into writing, using our 
green screen to ignite their imaginations. We then 
teach the children how to create their own movie and 
leave the finished videos as evidence for the teacher. 
This is differentiated from EYFS to Year 6.



Nurseries & EYFS
At Teach Rex we adapt every workshop to meet 
the needs and abilities of the children we teach.

Understanding the world.
The way in which the dinosaur is introduced to 
younger children is very relaxed and provides 
children with the opportunity to interact with it in their 
own time. 

We seperate two safe zones and children are 
explained that when they feel ready, they can leave 
their safe zone and go over and meet their new 
dinosaur friend. We provide children time to explore, 
observe and make sense of what has entered their 
environment.

Communication and language.
When the children are interacting with the dinosaur, it 
is a perfect opportunity to encourage children to 
express what they are seeing, feeling and smelling.  
It is an effective way to develop their confidence and 
to express themselves in a range of situations.

Personal, social & 
emotional development.
A dinosaur entering the childrens setting is a different 
experience and gives children the opportunity to learn 
how to manage their feelings and to have confidence 
in their own abilities. We encourage children to work 
in small groups and talk about what they can see and 
feel.



Community Primary School

Oakwood Avenue
The idea of Teach Rex was born at Oakwood 
Avenue Primary, in a Year 1 classroom in which Joe 
was teaching. The school has created a love of 
learning and a creative curriculum that ensures 
children develop the same love of education.  

All of the workshops that are delivered have been 
practised and tried on the wonderful pupils at this 
school. Through working with experienced, talented 
teachers and members of SLT the workshops have 
been scrutinised and developed to ensure they are 
not only creative and fun but meet the teaching 
standards of each year group, which are embedded 
through everything Teach Rex does. 

.



Unforgetable!

It's Dino Time!
Nice To Eat You

Who's A Good Boy!?Making Friends!Up Close &
Personal

Meet


